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3 haunted (adj) occupied by a ghost 鬧鬼的

3 float (v) to hang in the air and move gently through it 飄浮

3 react (v)
to behave in a certain way as a result of something that has happened 

作出反應

4 scrunch (v) to make wrinkles 扭曲

7 baron (n) a member of the British nobility 男爵

7 shudder (v) to shake with fear 戰慄

8 destroy (v) to cause serious damage 破壞

8 give a start (phr) to feel shocked 嚇一跳

8 courtyard (n) an open area surrounded by buildings 庭院

8
leave someone in peace 

(idiom)
to stop bothering someone 別打擾某人

10 grouch (n) someone who is bad-tempered and complains a lot 愛抱怨的人

11 draught (n) a current of cold air blowing through a room 對流風

11 suspicious (adj) doubtful 感到懷疑的

12 tapestry (n) a piece of cloth with a picture sewn onto it 織錦

12 shiver (v) to shake slightly because you feel cold or frightened 發抖

15 startled (adj) surprised or alarmed 受驚嚇的

16 passage (n) a long covered path that connects places 通道

17 suit of armour (n) a set of hard protective covering that soldiers wear 一套盔甲

17 tumble (v) to take a wrong step and begin to fall 絆倒

18 rampart (n) a large wall round a castle or town 城牆

20 introduce (v)
to share with others the name of a person they are meeting for the first time 

引見

25 landscape (n) a large area of countryside 野外

26 vacuum (v)
to collect dust and small bits of rubbish using a machine that sucks them up 

吸塵

26 speck (n) a tiny piece of something 微粒

26 pilot (v) to fly an aircraft 駕駛飛行器

27 handy (adj) convenient 方便的

28
all is well that ends well 

(idiom)

nothing matters so long as everything turns out well in the end 

結果好就是好

28 automatic (adj) working on its own 自動的
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30 crate (n) a large box 貨箱

30 bark (n) the outer layer of a tree trunk 樹皮

30 twig (n) a small, thin branch of a tree 細枝

30 bur (n) a shell of a seed having hooks or prickles 多刺果

30 wedge (v)
to put something into a very small space so that it does not move 

吧東西塞進

36 enchanted (adj) under a spell 中魔法的

36 scaredy cat (n) someone who is easily frightened 膽小鬼

39 rely (v) to be dependent 依靠

39 vibration (n) slight and quick shaking 震動

39 delicate (adj) weak and easily damaged 易受損的

41 beak (n) the hard curved part of a bird’s mouth 鳥嘴

41 slender (adj) long and thin 修長的

42 ogre (n) a large monster in children’s stories who eats children 吃人巨妖

44 tiptoe (v) to walk on your toes 踮著腳尖

44 imagine (v) to picture something in your head that may not be real 想像

44 gallop (v) to run very fast 疾馳

44 in a flash (phr) very quickly 一瞬間

44
slam the door in 

someone’s face (idiom)
to close a door violently when someone is about to come in 摒諸門外
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